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A function lattice (fvg = max(f, g)), as well as linear (vector)

lattices of functions are Archimedean. In this note we present a char-

acterization of Archimedean linear lattices as quotient spaces of

function lattices.

The general problem was brought to our attention when Professor

Paul C. Shields asked us whether there is an example which cannot

be represented by any quotient space of function lattices. Note that

Lp (p =i 1) of a nonatomic measure space cannot be represented as a

function lattice [7], but they are quotient spaces of function lattices.

Let 5 be a linear lattice. A subset N is called an ideal whenever N

is a linear subspace of 5 and \x\ ^ | y |, y(EN implies x£iV. An ideal

NCLS is called abnormal whenever 0^un(EN (» = 1, 2, • • •) and

un\u (un is increasing and sup«„=« exists) implies u(EN. S is

called Archimedean whenever 0^w£5 implies inf„(l/w)w = 0.

S/N is a linear lattice if and only if N is an ideal in 5 [2, p. 222

and p. 238]. The following example shows that even though 5 is

Archimedean, S/N need not be.

Example. Let 5 be the space of all sequences and N he all null

sequences. If i(n) =n and e(n) =1 for » = 1, 2, • • • , then (l/k)(i + N)

^e+N for all k and thus S/N is not Archimedean.

The following theorem gives us a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for S/N to be Archimedean. It was suggested to us by the referee

and provides a generalization of Corollary 1, as well as a simpler

proof. We wish to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions.

Theorem 1. Let S be a linear lattice and let N be an ideal in S. Then

S/N is Archimedean if and only if N has the following property: O^u,

i>ES and (v — (l/n)u)+EN (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) implies »£2V.

Proof. Letu + N, v + NES/Nand assume 0^v + N^(l/n)(u+N)

for n = l, 2, • • ■ . Let Ogw, then for every n (n = l, 2, • ■ • ) there

is an element vn(Ev + N such that vn^(l/n)u. Since ViAvn&+N for

all n, we may assume vH^vi and vi^0. Now, N3vi—vn ^ (vi — (l/n)u)+

for n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ which implies by hypothesis that z/i£Af and so

v+N = 0 proving S/N is Archimedean.
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To prove the converse, suppose O^m, v(ES and (v — (l/n)u)+

(EN (« = 1, 2, • • • )• Then (l/n)u + (v — (l/n)u)+^v which implies

that (l/n)(u + N)^v + N for w = l, 2, • • • , and hence S/N Archi-

medean implies »EJV. q.e.d.

If 5 is Archimedean, then (v — (l/n)u)+ f v (O^u, v) and we have

the following result:

Corollary 1. If S is Archimedean and if N is a a-normal ideal,

then S/N is an Archimedean linear lattice.

Another example of Theorem 1 is the following: If 0^</> is a non-

negative linear functional on S, then the null-ideal N$= {x\<p(\ x\)

= 0} satisfies the condition of the theorem. Indeed, (v — (l/n)u)+

E N* implies that <p(v) ̂  <j>((v - (l/n)u)+) = 0 ^ <j>(v) - (l/n)<f>(u)

(n = l, 2, • ■ ■ ), and so <p(v) =0.

Let R denote the two-point compactification of the real line R and

let Zbea topological space. A mapping f oi X into 7? will be called

an extended function whenever / is continuous and the open set R(f)

= {x|/(x)GP} is everywhere dense in X. Let D(X) denote the set

of all extended-valued functions. If/, g^D(X) and a is real, then the

functions af, max(/, g) and min(/, g) which are defined pointwise are

in D(X). If there is a h£D(X) such that h(x)=f(x)+g(x) for all

xER(f)r\R(g), then h is called the sum of / and g. Since R(f)C\R(g)
is dense in X, the sum is uniquely defined if it exists. A subset L of

D(X) which is a linear space with respect to these four operations is

called a linear space of extended functions on X.

Any Archimedean linear lattice S can be embedded in the Dedekind

completion of .S [6, pp. 140-147 (cut extension)] which is a complete

linear lattice. This fact and the following theorem proved for <r-

complete linear lattices [8] gives us

Theorem 2. Every Archimedean linear lattice is linear and lattice

isomorphic to a linear lattice of extended functions on a locally compact

Hausdorff space.

We note that representation theorems in terms of continuous ex-

tended real-valued functions on some Hausdorff space have been con-

structed by Yoshida [ll], Maeda and Ogasawara [4], Amemiya

[l], Vulih [10] and more recently by Papert [9], Johnson and Kist

[3], as well as by Nakano [8]. Also Johnson and Kist prove that the

topological space constructed by Yoshida is locally compact.

Using Theorem 2, we are able to prove the following representation

theorem.
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Theorem 3. If S is an Archimedean linear lattice, then there exists a

lunction lattice F and a a-normal ideal NCLF such that S is linear and

attice isomorphic to F/N.

Proof. Let 5 be an Archimedean linear lattice and let L=L(X)

be the linear lattice of extended functions on the locally compact

Hausdorff space which is linear and lattice isomorphic to 5. If /, g

£L(X) and {x\f(x)9ig(x)} is of the first category then/ = g. This

follows from the fact that since X is locally compact, X is of second

category, and so the complement of a set of the first category is dense

inX

We define the set £ = £(X) of real functions on X as follows :/££

if there exists an element hfEL such that \x\f(x)7£h;(x)} is of first

category. From the observation made above it follows that h; is

uniquely determined. Let T denote the mapping f—*h/ of £ onto L.

Then one easily sees that £ is a linear lattice of real functions on X

and that the transformation T has the following properties: (i) T is

linear and (ii) P(max(/, g))=max(P/, Tg). Finally, let N= {/|/££

and Tf = 0}. Then /£ N if and only if / = 0 except on a set of first cate-

gory, and so TV is a <r-normal ideal in £ such that £/N and L are

linear and lattice isomorphic. This completes the proof.

Observe that Corollary 1 implies that since L is Archimedean then

£/N is Archimedean.
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